
 

 

Category: Internal Communications Campaign 

Company: British Sugar Agriculture 

Entry title: Driving engagement of CRM through strategic relations 

 

 
Brief and objectives: 

British Sugar is the UK’s sole processor of sugar beet, partnering with 3,500 growers to 

produce homegrown sugar. 

The company’s Agriculture department includes field-based managers, a centralised Grower 

Services helpdesk, and commercial team managing sugar beet harvest and haulage. 

In early 2018 a new Customer Relationship Management Tool was introduced. 

Agriculture’s marketing communications team of three staff (one manager and two 

executives) were tasked to successfully introduce CRM to internal stakeholders in an 

engaging, relatable and accessible way, whilst supporting the Agriculture strategy. 

Brief: 

 Drive engagement of CRM with Agriculture staff through an internal communications 

campaign 

Objectives: 

 Create a CRM brand for use across all collateral & messaging, working in parallel 

with the roll out of the new British Sugar identity 

 Design & deliver communications materials appropriate to the different internal 

audiences 

 Deliver bespoke training courses & materials for CRM users 

 Promote the gathering of a comprehensive database (rather than storing contacts on 

individual mobile phones, email and excel databases) 

 Create an official launch of CRM across the Agriculture department 

 Encourage staff to start logging important information & decisions within CRM, 

reducing reliance on A4 ‘day books’ 

 



Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

We consulted with the CRM pilot group of field managers (Agriculture User Acceptance 

Testing group) to compile key messages and understand suitable channels for engagement 

with staff. 

Our thorough listening with the pilot group provided insight to shape the key messages that 

would drive buy-in and engagement with staff. This insight allowed the communications 

channels to be matched to the needs of the CRM users. 

Consultation with the pilot group revealed the importance of creating two campaigns to drive 

engagement. The first ‘Countdown to CRM’ was specifically designed to make a correlation 

between CRM and our strategic objective of securing a sustainable beet supply from our 

grower-base. It was also developed to dispel any myths that CRM could introduce a ‘Big 

Brother’s watching you’ culture & prepare staff for the introduction of the General Data 

Protection Regulation. 

A second campaign called ‘CRM & Me’ was tactically designed from the outset to share best 

practice and learnings. This became a ‘business as usual’ approach, providing regular 

updates, best practices, top tips and knowledge-share on a regular basis. 

Research also demonstrated a need to reduce the reliance on storing notes in day books, 

providing a new tool to find all essential information ‘at your fingertips’ on CRM. 

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

For colleague awareness we carried out the following tactics: 

 Weekly ‘Countdown to CRM’ eNewsletters 

 Created a relatable CRM identity with matching colour palette 

 Creation of restricted YouTube channel with filming of CRM pilot group to tease and 

showcase benefits of the new system 

We also shared these materials with British Sugar’s Advocacy and Communications team to 

help plan for wider business communications. 

For the staff training sessions we produced: 

 Credit-card-style CRM help guide to fit into wallet/purse for ease of recalling essential 

information (gummed to gloss DL for initial hand out) 

 Customised A4 ring-binders bearing brand identity 

 Comprehensive training manual with chapter page-numbering for ease of replacing 

up-dated training sheets 

 Creation of a ‘how to’ series of video screen recording vignettes 

 A4 ‘back pocket’ pocket-fold CRM module guide providing best practice on where to 

record certain types of grower information within CRM 



 CRM branded PowerPoint training slides 

 Training sessions at Head Office and at the factories to reduce any perceptions of 

CRM being a corporate ‘centralised’ management tool 

For the CRM ‘go live’ launch we delivered: 

 Launch with British Sugar director presence 

 Guest speaker sourced from another agricultural business that introduced a CRM 

tool, sharing learnings and best practice 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
 Thousands of contacts added to the system, greatly surpassing the anticipated target 

 Excellent attendance of all two-day training sessions and subsequent weekly training 

sessions at factories for the four weeks following launch 

 Positive feedback (including director recognition) from senior management 

 Over 90% of staff clicking on CRM eNewsletter each week 

 Circa 70% of staff watching Countdown to CRM ‘teaser’ videos 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

All strategic relations and tactical delivery were designed and delivered by the in-house 

Agriculture marketing communications team 

A budget was allocated for collateral. Costs were kept well within the modest budget. 

The guest speaker at the launch provided their time for free. 

 


